Mo Explorer Challenge

MissouriEE? MissourUH? It’s a state. A state of mind. And a person. Introducing Missouri. Mo, for short. She’s here to help you plan the best Missouri vacation ever. However you operate, she’s got you covered. So let’s dig in. Less talk, Mo action.

Mo Explorer Challenge is sponsored by Visit Missouri — The Missouri Division of Tourism (a.k.a. Visit Missouri) promotes Missouri attractions, destinations, locations and experiences around the Show-Me State.

Mo Explorer Challenge ... Complete at least 6 of the Mo Explorer options below to earn your Mo Explorer badge. Snap a photograph of each adventure. Remember, Missouri Explorers must be registered in the program, and they are responsible for checking hours and availability. Upload your verification photographs using the online submission form at https://missouri2021.org/missouri-explorers/ to receive your merit badge button.

Remember, Missouri Explorers, you are responsible for checking hours and availability of sites before arriving.

Outdoor Mo
Venture into one of Missouri’s State Parks. Explore your many options here.

Foodie Mo
Try a local restaurant. Find an array of possibilities here.

Family Fun Mo
Go on a family outing. Find some wonderful opportunities here.

Culture Mo
Attend or explore a cultural attraction. Explore the many possibilities here.

Sports Mo
Head out to a college or professional game or visit any sports hall of fame in the state. Find your team here.

History Mo
Visit a history museum, monument or other historical sites around the state. Find an array of possibilities here.

Performing Arts Mo
Take in a show. See the breadth of Missouri performing arts here.

Cave Mo
Go explore one of Missouri’s cave. Start your spelunking adventure here.

Shopping Mo
Shop local. Find your perfect retail location here.

Wine Mo
Sip something delicious at a Missouri winery. Find some wonderful opportunities here.
Lake Mo
Spend a moment on a Missouri lake. Find your lake adventure here.

Golf Mo
Tee off at a Missouri course. Find your green here.